Integrated, modular services

Correctly operating valves are vital for continuous production

Correctly operating control valves, shut-off valves and safety valves are vital for the safe, efficient functioning of your process plant, and with it the integrity of your assets.

Ensuring that requires not only periodical and preventive maintenance, but also effective project and maintenance management. Valve Services, one of the Stork’ business units, can handle all these tasks for you.

We supervise the total process – from dismantling, overhaul and repair to reinstallation, commissioning and if necessary replacement of control valves, shut-off valves and safety valves. Both on-site and in our workshops.

‘Thinking and Doing’ is our basic principle.

That means we not only carry out the maintenance works, but that we also possess the technical and advisory expertise to provide you with in-depth support in word and deed. Our modular range of services mean you can call on us at all times, 24/7. We have qualified professionals with the know-how and experience needed to handle all your valve related issues effectively and efficiently.

Fast on-site response

Thanks to our local and regional presence we can offer a fast on-site response for any required (emergency) repairs and overhauls. We are brand independent, which means we keep extensive stocks of spare parts for control valves, shut-off valves and safety valves. As well as that we have our own test facilities, which are available on-site if required.

How we add value to your operations

- Award-winning in-house REACH safety programme
- Fast access to original spare parts and engineering information thanks to service partnerships with many OEMs
- Our extensive back-up capacity means we can handle large numbers of valves at the same time during shutdowns
- 24/7 service
- We have machining equipment both in our workshop and on-site (for turning, milling, drilling, line boring, bolting etc.)
- Welding experts in combination with knowledge of all the relevant material grades ensure successful repairs and overhauls
- Spare parts management: warehousing and inventory management with fast, reliable delivery
- Brand-independent
Our services

Repair and overhaul

We can handle all required tasks in the chain: dismantling, transport, overhaul, repair and (if necessary) replacement, installation and commissioning of control valves, shut-off valves and safety valves. All work is carried out by our highly trained and motivated professionals.

‘Preventesting’

For testing safety valves without interrupting the operation of your plant. This technology is approved by certifying authorities, and perfectly shows the condition of your safety valves under actual operating conditions.

Project management

Working in close partnership with you, we handle project organisation and if required total project management, all without you giving up control. We have the support of an advanced project management system. Together with you we work towards optimal project management, with continuous improvement as the primary objective.

Maintenance management

Maintenance policy is important for the continuity of your production and the integrity of your plant and equipment. We have a vision of maintenance excellence plus proven ability to put concepts into practice.

Testing & Reporting

Stork has its own automated and certified valve testing facility. This allows us to test precisely whether control valves, shut-off valves and safety valves operate correctly and in accordance with OEM specifications after repair or overhaul. Test reports are available online in digital form using our own IRIS system with a personal log-in and password. We hold Lloyd’s T0103 accreditation for the testing of safety valves.
Full range of technical capabilities

**Safety Valves**
- Spring-operated safety valves
- Pilot-operated safety valves
- Weight loaded relief valves
- Pressure regulators
- Over- and under-pressure safety valves
- Flame arrestors

**Control Valves**
- Pneumatic control valves
- Hydraulic control valves
- Electric control valves
- Valve positioners
- Smart positioners

**Hand-operated valves**
- High-pressure shut-off valves
- Low-pressure shut-off valves
- Check valves
- All kinds of shut-off valves including slide, gate, plug and butterfly valves etc.

**Overhaul reporting with IRIS**
- All valves receive an IRIS report including all data and test results for your valve
- Full history of each valve clearly available online 24/7
- More effective maintenance
- Certified to T0103 by Lloyd’s

**Achieving your ambitions**

What Stork has to offer is clear: we aim to help you achieve your ambitions. Stork is an asset integrity management company – a company that combines ‘Thinking & Doing’ to drive the process of continuous improvement.

We do that on the one hand with ready to use solutions of proven effectiveness, enabling you to achieve immediate results. And on the other hand with solutions that initiate a continuous improvement process. To do that we make optimum use of all the knowledge, expertise and experience available in our organisation. No half measures, but an integrated approach. Working side by side with you.
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